According to bad effect of encryption and poor sensibility of the standard Logistics chaotic mapping algorithm in image encryption, an encryption algorithm of self-adaptive image is proposed based on 2D -Logistics chaotic mapping. First of all, on the basis of Logistics mapping to join an iteration variable, form 2D -Logistic discrete dynamical system to enhance the sensitivity of the original algorithm. Then the original image is divided into blocks, and between blocks with the parallel optimization. And then the block image is scrambling for position, and the image after scrambling is for encryption with pixel values. Finally, slight change of any pixel is spread to the block. Simulations show that compared with the standard Logistics algorithm, the proposed improved algorithm has the better effect of encryption, and higher sensitivity.
INTRODUCTION
Image is one of the most common forms of information, has the characteristics of visual and vivid, is one of the main forms of communication. But with the development of computer information technology, digital image has gradually become the most common form of multimedia in people daily life (Ge and Lu et al., 2016） . In addition, digital image have a wide applications in the political, economic, military, education and other fields. Especially in the field of military, digital image has a very important role, the so-called "seeing is believing", and a wealth of information contained in the digital image could be leaked out completely (Xiao and Zhao, 2016）. Experienced intelligence analysts, for example, they can analyze the base position, purpose and deployment of weapons, etc. through a simple military base satellite image (Liang and Chen, 2016）. Therefore, for digital images in the process of storage and transport safety protection has become a new research hotspot in the field of information security.
Because the digital image has characteristics such as large amount and high redundancy of data, the traditional encryption algorithms (such as DES (Sun and Yu and Shen,2013）, AES (Fu and Yang, 2015）, IDEA (Cui, 2011）, RSA (Chen, 2015）, etc.) can't meet their needs. In recent years, more and more researchers focus on protecting digital image encryption by the chaotic system. Zheng et al. design a kind of image encryption algorithm based on Logistic chaotic sequences, which can quickly for digital image encryption by pseudo random sequences generated from Logistic (Zheng, 2013）. Gao and Zhang Y point that one-dimensional Chaotic systems similar to the Logistic mapping has the defects of poor safety and small key space, and then they improve it and design a new Nonlinear Chaotic encryption Algorithm (NCA), to increase the key space and improve the security of the Algorithm (Gao and Zhang et al., 2012） . By an in-depth study of the algorithm, Alvarez G and Li Shujun found that the algorithm used in the improved chaotic sequence produced by chaos map does not have good statistical properties, and the algorithm can't resist attacking from known plaintext and chosen-plaintext(Alvarez and Li, 2014）. Wang Xingyuan et al. design a kind of color RGB image encryption method based on the Logistic map, the three color components of the image are encrypted at the same time by chaotic system, and make the three parts interact with each other to reduce the correlation of clear images (Wang and Teng and Qin, 2012） . Tu Guangyou et al. analyze the algorithm, and found that the algorithm does not resist attacking from chosen-plaintext (Tu and Liao and Xiang, 2013）. Tong Xiaojun et al. put forward a kind of image encryption algorithm based on compound chaotic sequence, and the two one-dimensional chaotic mapping is randomly selected to together with the new proposed two-dimensional chaotic map for image encryption (Tong and Cui, 2008）. Li Chengqing (Li and Li et al., 2009） think that the chaotic encryption algorithm is not sensitive to the change of plaintext, that just need to choose three plaintext image can decoding the algorithm under the attack of chosen-plaintext. It can be seen from the above literature, the study of chaotic image password with other branch of cryptography, and from two aspects of design and cryptanalysis password.
On the one hand, studying on various chaotic mapping, the researchers put forward a variety of chaotic image encryption algorithms; On the other hand, researchers analyze the proposed encryption algorithms, point out the shortage of algorithm, and then propose the corresponding improvement measures. Code design and cryptanalysis are two aspects of contradiction, and they joint and push forward the cryptography.
According to the defects of the standard Logistics chaotic mapping algorithm, a self-adaptive image encryption algorithm is proposed based on 2D-Logistics chaotic map, and simulations show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
CHAOTIC SYSTEM BASED ON LOGISTICS MAP
Logistic chaotic mapping is also known as worm population model, which is the species model that concluded by biologists May.
(1)
In the equation (1), represents the growth rate, represents the percentage of the number of species in death as a result of species competition in total species, and represents the number of species on the generation. In order to calculate conveniently, we assumed that , the equation (1) can be changed into the equation (2). (2) In the equation (2), represents the ratio of the survival population number of the generation and the population number of the regions could support.
Only the parameters as in the equation (2), the above equations can enter a state of chaos. When the original value , takes 0.4, 2.4, 3.4 and 3.6 respectively, the length of Logistic sequences is 100, and the simulation results of the sequence are shown in figure 1. figure 1 , it can be seen that when the initial value , Logistic sequence does not have the chaos characteristics. In the image c, when the iteration times becomes bigger, the curve of Logistic sequence is changed as a period; Sequence in the image a and image b tends to be constant value, for example in image b, sequence tend to be close to a certain value to zero, in image b, sequence tends to set the value of 0.58. When , sequence presents chaotic characteristics, as shown in image d. When , the values of sequence not repeat, and changes of a is not equal, Logistic sequence into a chaotic state.
SELF-ADAPTIVE IMAGE ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM BASED ON 2 D-LOGISTICS

Discrete Optimization of the 2 D-Logistics
With the development of science and technology, more and more areas involve discrete multivariate system. These discrete multivariate systems are often referred to as space discrete dynamical systems, which are use deviation equation as the mathematical model, namely 2D discrete dynamic system. The difference form of
space promotion 2D system is as follows.
In the equation (3), is a nonlinear function, often referred to as force, is a real number, is a constant, is for the state of the system space, corresponding to the geometric coordinates of three dimensional spaces. In fact, the difference equation (3) is the discrete form of one-dimensional convection equation (4).
In particular, when and , and the differential equation (4) is into a one-dimensional discrete dynamical system in the equation (3). (5) Due to constant , so the equation (5) can be written as familiar as a one-dimensional discrete dynamical system, as shown in the equation (6). (6) Thus, 1D discrete dynamical system (6) is a class of special cases of 2D discrete dynamical system (3). When , the equation (6) can be represented as the equation (7). (7) This is a typical 1 D -Logistic mapping, when , the 2D discrete dynamic system can be represented as the equation (8).
Research shows that when and , the system in chaotic state, and there are two iterative variable, so called system (8) for 2D -Logistic mapping.
Space chaotic system is a popularization form of the 1D-Logistic. But in the space chaotic system, there are two control parameters and , and space orbit of chaotic system is extremely sensitive to parameter variations. When and , the chaotic behavior of space system is shown in figure 2 . 
Optimization of Inter-block Encryption
Assume the original image with the size by parallel encrypting of processors, and is divisible by , the encryption process is as follows. (1) Generate key According to user keys generate a binary sequence , the value of binary number 0 and 1 are representing the allocation form of two kinds of processors, binary digits represents the cycles. (3) Encrypt in blocks Each block that responsible by each is for replacement and substitution in the blocks. (4) Continue to step 1 until the end of times cycles.
Optimize encryption in blocks
Assume that the original image as , the pixel matrix is indicated as the equation (9). (9) The numerical matrix is generated by the 2D discrete dynamical system with size of , as shown in equation (10). (10) Specific encryption process is as follows: (1) According to binary sequence determine the distribution form of . When , the numerical matrix according to the line is divided into data blocks, No.
numerical matrix block is expressed as the equation (11). (11) The numerical matrix block is converting to the ergodic matrix , as shown in equation (12). (12) In the equation, .
When , the numerical matrix according to the column can be divided into data blocks, No.
numerical matrix block is expressed as the equation (13).
( 1) 1,1 ... ...
The numerical matrix block is converting to the ergodic matrix , as shown in equation (14). (14) In the equation, . (15) and (16). (15 
( 1) 1,1 In the equation, . Block pixels after encrypting, according to the numerical value of binary sequence continue to choose the way to block to encrypt, until the end of times cycles. When , Because blocks encryption using the method of mutual link between pixels, make any pixel slight change to spread to the block. When , it spreads to the whole image, meet the requirements of parallel algorithms diffusion; In addition, the encrypted data block of each are the same number of pixels, so the computational load balancing of the algorithm is realized between each ; Finally, since each is responsible for a pixel block, there is no critical region problem, so there is no need to manage the critical region.
ANALYSIS OF INSTANCE
In order to verify the performance of the proposed improved algorithm, it is for simulation testing. Image processing standard is used to test the three images Baboon, Goldhill and Lenna. The proposed improved algorithm is used for encrypting image, the encrypting results are shown in figure 3 Seen from the above results, compared with standard Logistics algorithm, the proposed improved algorithm has better effect of encryption.
CONCLUSIONS
To effectively protect digital image information, people design many encryption scheme based on digital image characteristics. And the chaotic theory is introduced into the image information received extensive attention of the academia in the encryption. According to the defects of standard Logistics chaotic mapping algorithm, a self-adaptive image encryption algorithm is proposed based on 2D Logistics chaotic mapping, simulations show that compared with standard encryption algorithm, the improved algorithm has a better effect.
